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Crje & vtunba
Tricking and Treating the Longwood Community Since 1920

October 28, 1998

Longwood Plans for 5000 Students by 2007
George Lanum
Features Editor
Longwood College plans to increase enrollment from 3,340 students to 5,000 by the year 2007
without building any new residence
halls. Currently Longwood has approximately 2500 beds in residence
halls. Not including commuter students there are 159 students living
in off-campus housing. For the
1999 fall semester, the college will
release another 125 students from
on-campus housing. The college
expects to have 240 students living off campus.
With the increase in the number
of students living off campus, Richard Hurley, Vice President of Administration and Finance, says "we
feel comfortable bringing in 850
freshman next year and keeping our
retention rate the same."
Two years ago the college was
more liberal with its off-campus requirements because of overcrowding in the residence halls, but in the
last two years the regulations have
been tightened to keep the beds full.
There is currently an apartment
complex being built near Prince
Edward High School. The college
is being very open about its plans
to expand in hope that this openness will spark interest in the free
market. Several groups have expressed interest in building student
housing, including (a group) that
wants to build 100 units for student
housing.
One of the biggest questions is
the effect of Longwood's expan-

"The college is trying to be very
sion on the Longwood community.
"We don't feel that the Long- sensitive about that [effects on the
wood community will be impacted town of Farmville] recognizing that
by that [the expansion]. We will al- we have some students, though a
ways have this core base of 2500 minority, who have misbehaved
students living on campus which living off-campus and have disrepresents 75-80% of the student rupted neighborhoods. I'm personbody right now, which is the sec- ally pleased about the apartment
ond highest in the state. Only VMI complex located by Prince Edward
has a higher percentage of students High School, that it's not in a neighliving on campus. We think that borhood. If misbehavior occurs it
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our numbers are such that it would is disrupting people in that complex
give us a greater critical mass for a and not beyond that. We engaged
better institution," commented in the conversation with the town
of Farmville because they exHurley.
Another concern involving ex- pressed concerns and they witpansion of the college is the effect nessed what happened Oktoberfest
on the town of Farmville. The town weekend with the mega parties offsees Longwood's expansion as an campus. They are worried that as
expansion of the off-campus par- we grow there will be more of
ties into surrounding neighbor- them. We're going to form a task
force and work together with the
hoods.
President Cormier, in an open fo- town to see if there are things we
rum for staff and faculty, stated that can do together to address the situ"inappropriate behavior doesn't ation," answered Hurley.
In addition to the effect on the
have anything to do with growth."

community, one major problem
that faces expansion is the question
over parking. Even though the college adds parking space every year,
the supply cannot match the demand. A parking advisory committee is managing the problem, but
the biggest problem is the question
of land. Hurley said that the school
is adding a few spaces at the corner of Griffin Street. The college
is pushing resident student parking
further from campus while the
closer spaces are reserved for commuter students, who unlike resident
students do not have a room to go
to. Hurley said that the college was
engaged in conversations with
property owner in hopes of building more surface lots with close
proximity to campus. "The push
is to avoid building a parking lot,
which according to figures based
on Mary Washington's proposed
parking deck plans, each space
would cost 13,000 dollars. This
would raise the cost of parking to
100 dollars a year. This would only
permit parking, not guarantee a
space."
With expansion comes growth of
the school. Many colleges in Virginia have become universities.
Mary Washington College recently
became Maiy Washington University. Of the state public colleges,
the College of William and Mary,
Clinch Valley College (which are
currently engaged in talks of a
name change), and Longwood College are the only three in the state.
See GROWTH p. 14

Is LongwoodReally
Deitra Nance
Editor-in-Chief
Longwood College is considered
as one of the safest campuses in Virginia, but sexual assaults still occur on campus. There are programs
geared toward sexual assualt awareness on campus, but the number of
students participating in these programs have dropped significantly.
Take Back the Night is an program sponsored by S.A.F.E. (Students Advocating a Fearless Environment). This is a nationwide program that began at Longwood in
1994 after a group of students decided that more work needed to be
done about sexual assault on campus. S.A.F.E. was also formed as an
organization that would continue
the effort of helping to educate students about sexual assault prevention. The purpose of S.A.F.E. has
jrown to include informing stu-

dents about hate and race crimes
and other serious violence problems occuring on campus.
Over the last two years, participation in many organizations has
declined. This is puzzling to many
people because sexual assault
crimes are occuring just as frequently as in the past, yet there is
less participation. During this
year's Listen to the Silence play,
some freshmen yelled and laughed
during the performance when one
of the actors is raped after a party.
Does this mean that students think
of rape as a joke now? This question has yet to be answered.
Take Back the Night is scheduled
for Wednesday, October 28 at 8
p.m. in Lankford Ballroom. For
more information about this program or S.A.F.E., please contact
Lisa Cheyne in the Wellness Center at 395-2509.
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Your Letters
My Name is Dyke
To the Editor:
Nice to meet you, my name is
Dyke. Sure, it sounds like a strange
name but I know others that share
that name too. I'm not really sure
how I got this name. At one time, I
was called something else. I didn't
even know my name had changed
until people would call out to me
as I walked by or said it under their
breath after I passed. I must be
pretty funny because some form of
laughter always accompanies my
name.
Apparently, my new name was
given to me because I have short
hair. I think this is because I remember having a real name before
I got my hair cut. Then I thought,
maybe it's the way I dress, though
I thought everyone wore clothes
and shoes.Then I thought I had itmake-up. They changed my name
because I don't wear make-up.
I wish I could figure out the exact reason why they changed my
name, but since they don't seem to
want to talk to me in friendly face
to face conversation, I probably
won't ever know. So I came to a
conclusion. There's really no good
reason for me to have this new
name. However, it always seems to
tighten the bond between those
who call me a dyke. I can tell by
the highfives, the interesting gestures, and the look of amusement
in their eyes.
I just don't understand. It seems
that there's not much difference between me and the people that get
to keep their names. My true
friends still know my real name. It
feels good to hear my actual name
and know that some people realize
I haven't changed. I guess what I'm
saying is that you'll have to excuse
me for not answering to my new
name. Regardless of why some felt
that it needed to be changed, the
people I care about know who I
really am.
Anyone
Any Major
Any Year
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Paint In the Butt
George Lanum
Features Editor
I'm not sure how much time you
spend in the Cunninghams, for me
it is a lot—it is my home away from
home. I for once care how my home
looks. I'm not sure how many of
you have noticed the new paint
peeling from the walls. This is the
face-lift that my home received
over the summer. Now not only is
the old discolored paint visible but
the sheeting of the new latex pain
adds an unsightly appearance to my
hall, reminiscent of a run down
apartment located in some ghetto
in a major metropolitan area.
Frankly, I'm quite upset—barring
the use of more offensive language—by the whole matter. The
fact that I personally paid money
to have these walls painted and now
they look as they do is an insult; a
slap in the face. Not only was the
cheapest possible paint used, but
the job was done sloppily. Paint
was spilled across the. floors and
not cleaned up. Windows were
painted shut Electrical outlets were
painted over. The quality of the
work is appalling. Hopefully, the
problems are being addressed and
the mistakes of the past will be corrected without further waste of our
•>nr,y.

§H Write Us
The Rotunda, the student
newspaper at Longwood College,
is published biweekly during the
academic year (except holidays
and exam periods) and is printed
in the offices of the FarmvilU
Herald, Farmville, VA. All
articles, advertisements, letters to
the editor, and pictures must be
received by five o'clock p.m. the
Sunday prior to the Wednesday
publication. All letters to the
editor must be typed, and include
name and telephone number.
jAny person wishing to have his/
her name not appear on the
published letter must request so
in writing. All letters are subject
to editing. The Rotunda is an
equal opportunity employer

"77K Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that
suck. This is your chance to do something about societal evils, instead of
just whinning about them. So speak up and act up. Because if you're not
mad, you're not paying attention. E-mail activism ideas to ckahn.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, TVansgendered
Tolerance Through Unify (Alliance)
Jen Ballard
Business Manager
Unity Alliance is an on-campus student group concerned with gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered issues. Some of the members celebrated National Coming Out Day
on October 11,1998. However, because National Coming Out Day fell
during Fall Break, Unity Alliance, as
a group, was unable to celebrate until October 22nd. The program was
held in the C room of the Student
Union. Some of the issues discussed
were "coming out," aid and support
for others coming out, and hate
crimes.
The beating and killing of a homosexual male at the University of Wyoming hindered the opportunity for
freedom that National Coming Out
Day is supposed to give individuals.
On aday when homosexuals are supposed to feel accepted and tree, many
felt fear and societal uproar. In addition to Matt Shepard's murder, there
were several other anti-homosexual
incidents around the nation. Twogay
support groups received derogatory
e-mail stating 1 hope it [murder of
homosexuals] happens more often,"
a homecoming float at the University of Colorado mocked homosexuals, and a church group held an antihomosexual picket at Shepard's funeral.
Could anti-homosexual incidences
like this happen at Longwood or in

Farmville? "Yes, it could happen. I
would love to say no, but the potential is always there," said Christine
Carr, vice president of Unity Alliance. When students were made
aware of the horrifying crimes being
committed on campuses across the
country, many expressed fear and
aggravation. Junior Jerorm French
stated, "I don't want to see it happen.
There will always be hate crimes.
People fight about stupid things and
for stupid reasons."
When commenting on the probability of hate crimes coming to
Longwood, Steve Stratton, President
of the Student Go vernmne t Association stated, "I don't want to see it happening on campus. Thanks to all the
work Unity Alliance has done, Longwood students are tolerant. I don't
know about the town of Farmville,
they don't seem as tolerant, but on
campus, I would never anticipate it"
Some members of Longwood's
faculty took steps to abolish hate
crimes. One-form of faculty participated in the Faculty Hate-Free Zone
Project, which promotes awareness
and tolerance of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered people on
campus. The project, entails displaying a Hate Free Zone outside the office of faculty and staff inorder to
show support for the gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgendered community.
Although participatSee TOLERANCE p. 4

1. To the completion of Hiner because every academic hallway
needs television sets running CNN financial news and stock
quotes all day. Rush, trade those Wal-Mart stocks!
2. To LCVA Center and the Art Department for putting on the Art
For Lunch series. Everyone needs a juicy apple and a little Rosa
Bonheur.
3. To Dining Services for all the outside picnics. They even
included vegetarian burgers!
4. To The Rotunda for publishing the first paper with no working
computer software, no scanner, little returning staff, and a new
editor and advisor.
5. To Barnes & Nobel for coming to Longwood. Hopefully, they
will bring good Java and great reads!
6. To the Theater Department for putting on the humorous and
sexually explict The Country Wife

M&U 0
1. To the anti-environmental for not having paper recycling bins
around campus.
2. To the Housing Office for providing newly arrived freshmen
with hotel accommodations at the beginning of the year.
3. To administration for canceling the traditional Oktoberfest
Biergarten and offering an OFF-campus alternative at Charleys.
4. To the new Dining Hall for continual crashing, smashing, and
"cat calls" from construction workers.
5. To Lancer Cafe for killing police regulated alcohol consumption by students of age. Maybe if THREE legal id's had to be
presented they would have kept senior night!

And a Prop or Drop, depending on how you look at it. ..
TO THE POWERS THAT BE FOR BRINGING AN
EARTHQUAKE TO FARMVILLE!
Send your Props and Drops to npagano@longwoodJwc.edu.

Babbling of the Unaware, Stereotypical, Totally Confused Sexes

Kristen Ingram
Layout Manager
In regards to the Babble of the
Sexes column that was published
in the last issue of The Rotunda, I
would like to give my most heartfelt opinion. I will try to keep this
as brief as possible, but I would like
for it to be known that I could go
on and on about the lack of awareness that both Kevin Rock and Ann
Miller have for the opposite sex.
My first emotions after reading
this column were of utter disbelief
and amazement at how ignorant
each of the columns were. Then I
took into account mat the column
was entitled "Babble of the Sexes,"
which is very fitting considering
that that is exactly what each columnist was doing, BABBLING!
The issue being discussed was who
has it easier on campus, males or
females. In my opinion the issue
was ignored and the columnists
took this opportunity to take out
their aggressions on the opposite
sex.
First to Mr. Rock: I do not know
what type of females that you have
been dating or are currently dating, but as to die perfume sprayed,
make-up laden, clothes freaks that
vou described inYourcolumn. I am
TOLERENCE
Continued p. 3
ing in this project does not mean that
any of the faculty is gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered. Having the
sign does mean that he or she is informed about resources, respects confidentiahty, is supportive of concerns,
and is willing to make referrals as
needed. Head Lacrosse coach, Janet
Qrubbs said, "I feel it is very important to all Sexual Minority youth to
see that they are supported by those
'in charge.' The more people know
about anyone who is 'different' the less
they will fear, hate, and physically
harm them."
Paul Moriarty, Philosophy professor, said he participated because. "It
is of fundamental importance to all
of us that we be able to make important decisions about how to live our

assuming that they represent the
shallow, unrealistic percent of the
female population. My response to
you is, FIND A REAL WOMAN,
Now, for Ms. Miller: the column
that you wrote is a disgrace to ALL
females. I resent being generalized
with the percent of women that fall
into the "just a pretty face" category. I do not try to "sweet talk"
anyone. If you have to do this then
I really do feel sorry for you, espedally if you use this as a petty form
of communication towards males,
My response to you is, next time
speak for yourself,
Bach of the columnists also attempted to hit on how professors
are more lenient towards females,
I do not know who your professors
are, but I know that I earn each and
every grade that I get and I do it
with my brain, not my irrestisible
smile.
I sincerely hope that the columns
written are not reflective of either
Ms, Miller or Mr. Rock. As far as I
am concerned, I do not care who
has it easier on this campus. I think
it is a rather trivial argument, but
had either of the columnists a coherent view, I would not have felt
inclined to write this poignant commentarv
lives and how to act out on his /her
feelings,
Steve Stratton, President of Student
Government Association said, "I
don't see it happening on campus,
thanks to all work Unity Alliance has
done. Longwood students are tolerant I don't know for the town of
Farmville, they dont seem as tolerant, but on campus. "Yes, it is a
possibiliy in the community,-unfortunately, said Melissa Lumbard.
Unity is a private and confidential
support group for gays, lesbians, bisexuals, transgendered and those
people who are questioning. Unity
is available for all faculty, staff, and
students of Longwood College and
Hampden Sydney College,
To contact Unity Alliance, call
395-2552 or e-mail them at
UnityalHIlongwood.lwc.edu .
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Michael Young & Rebecca Taylor
-jJpons St Advertising Editors
Rebecca Taylor and Michael Young discuss long distance relationships
Rebecca: I think long distance
you admit it or not, you are going
relationships work because you
to find one of your friends of the
take into consideration the little
opposite sex attractive and well,
things. Each person realizes and
who knows after that?
goes out of their way to send a
Rebecca: But if you have already
card, or write an e-mail, or
found the "right one" then there
something like that. They do
is no need to look. I know I have
work, and I'm living proof.
found the right one, and I'm only
Michael: Well, here is some of
18. We have a bond that is tighter
my reasoning for thinking long
than any other I have ever experidistance does not work. You take enced before. My boyfriend and I
two people from Smalltown High have been living in a long disSchool who have been together
tance relationship for the first two
for x amount of years. They have years of his college life, and the
probably never been exposed to
beginning of mine. We always
what college lire has to offer and take the time to say "I love you,"
they have probably been with
or send a card, or surprise the
each other for the majority of
other one with a little something
their high school lives. They are every now and then. It does work,
not used to anything or anyone
and if you know in your heart that
else. Throw them into a college
the person you are in the long
life-situation, co-ed dorms,
distance relationship with is the
parties, etc. It doesn't take much
"right one" then you are set for
in the name of temptation from
life. You just have to have a little
someone of the opposite sex to
faith, and trust, and hope)
shatter dreams. Now, if both are
Michael: How can you share a
COMPLETELY in love and there new experience with someone
is a ring on someone's finger, I
who is NOT THERE? And don't
can see how it works, but no ring even get me started on the abstino dice, the relationship fails.
nence thing. If you and your
Rebecca: But if the two people
boyfriend are happy with the
are loyal and faithful to the other distance and everything. I wish
person then co-ed dorms and
you die best. However, I will
college life won't matter. Plus, if stick with what I have now,
they really have been together all someone who is within walking
through highschool or whatever,
distance,
then they are more adapt to
Rebecca: Ever heard of talking,
each other and what they enjoy or the telephone, e-mail? You see
dislike, and they have fallen in
each other, but not at every
love so it would be more difficult moment. Maybe since yours have
just to go explore the field.
failed you need to evaluate the
Michael: Oh, unenlightened one, people you choose to be in a long
how wrong you are. I can underdistance relationship with. Maybe
stand the love thing, but how can the "long distance" thing is just
someone be in love until they
not for you, but for me and many
know what else is out there. I am others it works just fine. Love is
21 years-old JUST NOW dlscov- knowing that the other person
ering what love truly is. You need will be with you no matter what
life experience to know what love the distance is. Even if there is
can do for you and to you. You
distance a saying to live by is, if
can not explore your feelings for
it was meant to be it will be. We
someone if they are not there.
ahall leave it at that, no matter
You explore your feelings for
how far apart you are, it depends
someone who is there. Whether
on how strong your hearts are!!1

Rape Drugs Cause Concerns on
College Campuses Nationwide
lated it to make it as detectable as
Monique NMinnix
possible, according to USA Today
Staff Wrttt\
Rape awareness and concern is Online. The drug now releases a
rising on college campuses around bright blue dye when immersed in
the United States due to "rape liquid and is slow-dissolving. It
drugs" such as OHB and Rohypnol. will rum dark liquids murky and
OHB (Gamma Hydroxy will cause particles to float to the
Buterate) is a clear and odorless liq- top of all drinks.
uid mat has no taste when mixed Longwood Campus Police report
with a drink. Depending on the way that there have been no known
it was produced, since it is rela- cases of the use of "rape drugs" at
tively easy to make at home, it may LWC, but stress that caution still
have a salty aftertaste. OHB can be exhibited. Jeff Ames, reporter
cause a person to pass out within for Observer News in Cleveland,
minutes, and in large doses it can says to protect yourself against
"rape drugs," always keep an eye
be fatal.
Rohypnol (Flunitrazepam) was on your drink when at parties.
Never under
originally
created as
Sexual Assault Advocates any circumstances aca treatwill
be
available
to
assist
cept
an
ment for
severe you tf you call the beeper at opened
drink from
sleep dis315-9648.
anyone but
orders,
the
barbut its
tender,
main use
server, or
now is as
someone
a "rape
you know
drug."
well and
Rohypnol
trust. You
(
also
are also adcalled
roachies, rope, roofies, and Mexi- vised to drink only from tampercan Valium) when dissolved is col- proof bottles or from cans, and to
orless, odorless, tasteless, and is ten insist that you open them yourself.
Never ask someone to watch your
times as potent as Valium.
Both OHB and Rohypnol are drink for you, they may be disused by slipping a dose into the in- tracted, or may not be as trustwortended victim's drink, alcoholic or thy as you would hope.
If you believe you have been
otherwise. The person's inhibitions
disappear as time passes, and they drugged with a sedative such as
may appear simply drunk. The OHB or Rohypnol, or if you feel
morning after, the victim will prob- extremely drowsy, dizzy, or expeably remember very little after he rience any other sudden unexplained symptoms, get someone to
or she took the drug.
According to a study conducted drive you to Southside Community
by the Washington D.C. Rape Cri- Hospital immediately, your life
sis Center, it was discovered that .may depend on it.
If you believe you have been
over half of reported rape victims
had some type of drug in their body. sexually assaulted you need to conOf the drugs, alcohol was the most tact campus police at x2091 or
common by far, followed by mari- x2612. Also, a Sexual Assault Adjuana, OHB and finally Rohypnol. vocate will be available to assist
Hoffmann-LaRoche, manufac- you if you call the beeper at 315turers of Rohypnol, have reformu- 9648. (Do not hesitate to call)

Kate Jenkins takes on ARC and Stubbs
Loren Hatcher

SWWRS?
When asked how she became an
REC, Myerstowrr, PA native Kate
Jenkins smiled and replied, "I fell
into it." The Residence Education
Coordinator of ARC and Stubbs
graduated from Prostburg State
University with plans of becoming
a counselor. The position at Longwood opened up and she took the
opportunity. The position of REC
is a far cry from a "slack job."
Jenkins' responsibilities include
taking care of resident's concerns,
writing reports to various
chairmans and deans, and supervising and meeting with Resident Assistants. "Fifty percent of my job
is trouble-shooting and die other
fifty percent consists of administrative duties," said Jenkins. Along
with these tasks, Jenkins also works
with Jon Wescott (REC of
Cunningham) and Lonnie Calhoun
(Director of Multi-Cultural Affairs)

on organizing RA inservices and diversity programs. She is also an
advisor for Judicial Board, attends
Hall Council meetings, and recently served as a judge for the
Oktoberfest parade.
Jenkins said she's "having a good
time [at Longwood,]" and "[Longwood] serves as a good resource for
students." She likes the students,
and when asked about the overall
student body Jenkins stated, "tradition is very inherent", referring
to Greek life as well as the campus-wide school spirit displayed
throughout campus..
Nathan Rifenburg, first year RA,
said the following, "We had a transition period at the beginning, but
now we're getting into the swing
of things. Kate's brought more and
new ideas to Hall Council, that
we've never had before."
"Being an REC is not a nine to
five job," said Jenkins, "it requires
24/7 attention."

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW
WELLNESS ADVOCATES 1998
ennifer Allen
von Amos
Bradley
Brantley
laBell
ennifer Bench
Kflarissa Clark
3enii Orimsley
Cristen Hughes
jiuren Jean
ieth Johnson

Wellness Advocates is an
organization promoting
mental, physical,and spiritual
wellness among all students
on at Longwood. Lisa
Cheyne at the Wellness Center serves as the advisor. For
more information on how you
can help others, contact Lisa
at 2509.

Kristen ManElizabeth Miller
Jenny Poznanski
TaraSagedy
Erica Scott
Amanda Swift
ShaynaTignor
Kimberly Urann
Stephanie Walsh
KarhrynWeimer
Kristen Wilson

COMING ro LONQWOOD COLLEGE.
^DJX CHAPTER
INTEREST MEETING NOVEMBER 3,1998
CURRY ROOM 3 7-8 PM
For more information on how you can become involved, contact Lisa Cheyne, advisor
at 2509 or Amber Giles at 3342.

Rush Into New Rules
Jennifer Barnes
Staff Writer
If you attended Walk this
scmster, you probably took notice
of the many differences and
changes. Ladies going through
Rush were amongst the first to experience the truly informal setting.
In the past several years, Rush has
taken place during a one week process. Several Rho Chis, or
deaffiliated advisors, were assigned
to small groups of rushees and each
small group attended different sorority chapter room functions each
night.
For Fall Rush this year, a great
emphasis was placed on Rush being absolutely informal. Damien
Douchamp, Coordinator of Greek
Affairs, stated that "...informal was
definitely the word... the goal is to
move to one semester." The reasoning behind Rho Chis not assisting with rushees this semester was
simply the informality.
Replacing Rho Chis were two
"Rush Assistants" and the
Panhellenic Executive Staff. Over
a two week period, sororities were
assigned different time periods for
open houses in which rushees were
able to have the choice of attending or not attending.
Many members of sororites disliked the modified Rush and felt
confused. It was quite possible for
all of the ladies rushing to attned
one open house in a very cramped,
hot non-air conditioned chaper
room.
"It wasn't really organized. The

girls didn't get to see all of their
options because they weren't assigned to go to all of the open
houses, just the ones they wanted
to go to," said Senior Tina Holland
of Delta Zeta.
Saturday, September 19, was the
day of the Walk when the rushees
ran to their chosen sorority. Based
on past behavior, tackling, and injuries, Walk was modified with
more structure this year. Risk management was greatly taken into account in deciding how Walk was
to be organized. Each sorority was
in their usual formation of a half
circle, however as the new members ran out none of die sisters were
able to run to them. The issue of
tackling impacted the traditional
fraternity run this semester, too.
"Once again the administration
has placed outrageous rules upon
the fraternities, no more tackling at
Run. As a result, IFC agreed to
cancel Run...fraternity Rush will be
changed forever, ending a decade
plus long tradition," said IFC Executive Treasurer, Ryan May.
Greek Affairs Coordinator,
Damien Douchamp further stated
that the behavior, for example,
tackling "...wasn't painting the best
picture for them."
Rush is an essential part of Greek
Life. These new changes will take
some adjustment, especially for the
current members of the Greek society. Many factors have impacted
Greek Life this semester and if not
already, Longwood's Greek system
will be facing more changes in the
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New Cuny REC, Skip Begjey
Kevin Rock
Staff Writer
Skip Begley became the new
R.E.C. of Curry Hall at Longwood College in August 1998.
In May of 1998, he completed his
graduate degree from the University of South Carolina. He
worked for two years during his
masters program at Newberry
College as a
Hall Director.
Begley found
his way to
Longwoodby
the aid of the
former Curry
R.E.C., Ms.
DeRagon,
who encouraged him to
apply here.
The fact that Longwood College
was a small school caught
Begley's attention since he
favored the idea of working in
such an environment
Skip Begley's determination in
acquiring this position was
evident from the very beginning
and explained why he is here at
Longwood today. His description
of the job is simply, "If it happens
in Curry, then I am in charge of
it!" He is also in charge of
advising the wonderful Hall
Council crew. They set up for
family weekend, and had an
exciting booth in our Oktoberfest
celebration.
Skip is very excited and energetic about bis new job! He is

willing to go the extra mile to
make life in Curry better for all
residents.
His hobbies include going out
to play a round of golf and
reading is a popular activity
during his free time. Skip also
likes to fish. He also likes to just
hang out with his friends, a
popular pasttime around Longwood.
There is,
however, one
piece of information that he
wants to set
straight about
the elevators.
There has been
talk about the
elevators being
fixed in the near
future. This is not entirely false.
There is now a contractor that has
agreed to rebuild the elevators.
The plans are being approved by

If it happens in
Curry, then I am
in charge of it!" 'Skip Begley

the various agencies that need to
review them The work will begin
at the start of winter break. They
will work on one elevator and
continue the project into the
spring semester until both have
been rebuilt. This means that
throughout much of the spring
semester there will only be one
elevator in use.
Don't forget, if you live in
Curry and if you need anything,
just remember that Skip is here
for you!

National Sexual Assault Awareness Month
George Lanum
Features Editor
October is National Sexual Assault
and Domestic Violence Awareness
month. During mis month, Students
Advocating a Fearless Environment,
S.A.F.E. is organizing several events
to help educate against and hopefully
prevent sexual assault and domestic
violence.
The aothesline Project and the annual Take Back the Night presentation will both occur this month. The
Qothesline Project, a program in

Night has been an annual program
for the past four years.
In addition to the on-campus activities, Betty Brunett, who is on staff at
the library, is planning a forum to take
place on a later date. The purpose of
this forum is to bring us issues involving domestic violence both on
campus and in the community.
Betty Brunett said that she became
interested in this project "because my
mother-in-law was killed by my father-in-law who then killed himself.
I just finished a paper about the day
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ognize survivors of sexual assault,
will be on display in the ballroom
during Take Back the Night and at
the local YMCA until Friday, October 30.
At 8:00 PM Wednesday, October
28, the annual Take Back the Night
presentation will occur and will include songs, poetry, and stories from
sexual assault survivors, speaker
Rolland Hayes, and a candlelight
vigil around campus. Take Back the

supervisor's daughter had been killed
under similar circumstances. That's
when I decided to quit crying and try
to do something to help."
Students Advocating a Fearless Environment, S.AJ.E., began in 1994
as an answer to some incidents of
sexual assault on campus. It's purpose
is to orchestrate programs and educate about sexual assault S.A.F.E.
meets Monday night in the Nona way
room in Lankford at 7:00 PM.

News Notes: Canned Food Sculpture Contest
On Saturday, October 3,1998 die Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity held its annual Canned Food Sculpture Contest at Longwood College. This year there
were eight participating orginizations including Alpha Phi Omega. The other
orginizations were the Peer Helpers, the Longwood Athletic Trainer's Association, the Intemaltional Studies Hall, the Wesley Foundation, the Kappa
Delta Sorority, the Delta Zeta Sorority and the Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity.

News Previews
Oct. 28 - Take Back the Night: 8 p.m. Lankford Ballroom; a program
and rally which promotes sexual assault and domestic violence awareness. This program includes speakers, poetry, songs and stories of
surviors. Sponsored by S. A.F.E. (Students Advocating a Fearless Environment). S.A.F.E. meetings are held every Monday at 7 p.m. in
the Nottoway Room, Lankford.
Oct 29 - Flu Shots: 11:30-1:30 p.m., Nottoway Room, Lankford;
$5 fee for all students faculty, and staff.
Oct. 30 - Lancer Productions film: Scream 2, 8 and 10:30 p.m.,
Lankford Ballroom.
Oct. 31 - Costume Party: featuring the band Groove Spot, 9 p.m.,
Lankford Ballroom.
Nov. 2 - Advising and Registration for Spring 1999 begins (ends Nov.
13).
Nov. 5-7-Musical: Big River. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
8 p.m.; Nov 8, 2 p.m. Jarman Auditorium. Tickets are $7 for the
general public, $5 for faculty and staff, and free for Longwood College students with an DP.
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Will Longwood Be a Dry Campus?
Erin Quigley
Staff Writer
"When I'm 21, if I want to enjoy a beer, damn it, I should be able
to have a beer," states nineteen year
old Longwood sophomore Jessica
Little. If you ask around campus,
this attitude runs far and wide concerning the prevalent new rumor
that someday Longwood might be
a DRY CAMPUS. Could this eventually be true? It certainly looks as
though our institution is heading in
this direction. However, perhaps
students should be more concerned
with the facts rather than their own
opinions and beliefs concerning
alcohol use.
Longwood College, as well as all
other Virginia Institutions, have
been urged by the United States
President and State Attorney General, Mark L. Earley, to make some
changes in illegal, underage, and
binge drinking. A Virginia task
force was formed this summer to
compile a list of 65 recommendations to cut back on alcohol related
incidents. From this list, each Virginia institution must adopt and
submit foundational plans of action, for approval during the 199899 school year.
When questioned about the probability of Longwood becoming a
dry campus, Vice President of Student Affairs, Phyllis Mable, responded, "there is no intent to make
it a dry campus, our intent is to follow the law."
In response to the laws, Longwood College has, this semester,
put into action several of the task
force recommendations. Some of
the recommended improvements
include: the new six hour OCTAA.
(On Campus Talking About Alcohol), seminar for first year students,
involvement of parents in discipline and education, installation of
a SADD (Students Against Drank
Driving) chapter, and stronger on
and off campus enforcement by
Resident Assistants, campus and
town police.
Longwood's administration is
serious about the enforcement of

this proposition, however little has
been done to inform students of
these changes.
Sophomore Darcie Thie believes
that despite the efforts to prevent
illegal underage drinking, nothing
will ever change "because drinking is a part of the social aspect of
college life." The question is who
says drinking has to define college
life? Can students still enjoy their
free time without drinking?
Longwood's SGA (Student Government Association) thinks so. As
stated in the foundational plans to
curb illegal drinking and its results,
SGA will take out $ 1250 a semester from the Student Activity Fund
in order to make available "alcohol free activities on weekends." In
addition, Hall Councils and student
leaders will submit their ideas for
programming. The intent of these
activities is to promote student involvement in the action against illegal and dangerous drinking.
Phyllis Mable expressed
Longwood's effort at involving student leaders in this new, state-wide
plan saying, "we want to give students every opportunity to be educated about alcohol."
Mable, along with administration
and student leaders, recently
backed Alcohol Awareness Week,
which sought to educate students
on alcohol related topics. During
the week of October 18-24, fliers
with interesting facts about alcohol
use and abuse among college students were placed on tables in
Blackwell Dining Hall. Along with
other programs, such as OCTAA
and SADD, the changes in alcohol
awareness are starting to surface.
With any big change, comes
questioning and misunderstanding.
Phyllis Mable, Vice President of
Student Affairs, answers, "our aim
is to reduce illegal and binge drinking, not to make Longwood a dry
campus." In addition, many questions may be answered at President
Cormier's forum, which will be
held on November 11th from 68:30, concerning campus wide
changes for students.

DOUBLE FEATURE)
Midway, A Chance for Everyone to Get a Pie in the Face
Loren Hatcher
Staff Writer
Midway was in full swing
during
Saturday
afternoon's Oktoberfest
festivities. Mortar Board
had forty-six booths registered, which costed
twenty-five dollars each to
rent for the day.
Two pie-throwing booths
won top honors for Best
Booth. Tri-Sigma captured
first place and the
Longwood Society of Dramatic Artists took second
with their whipped creamfilled booths. Contestants
for the booths included Dr.
Perkins from the Sociology
Department,
Damien
DuChamp from Greek Affairs, as well as members
from the individual organizations.
Curry Hall Council won

*

third place for their tarot
card and fortune-telling exposition.
Phi Kappa Tau had one of
the more interesting booths,

and, it proved to be quite
popular. Participants paid a
fee and then tossed ping
pong balls into plastic cups.
Golden cups were Fish
Cups, meaning a ball
in one of these won the
tosser a goldfish in a plastic baggie.

W

Sigma Alpha Iota ran a
The Longwood Alumni
grilled cheese booth that booth was set up directly
also proved to be popular. across from the Mainstage.
"At the beginning of my Here, alumni could purshift, we ran out of bread chase commemerative
Longwood items and register to win a sweatshirt. The
Longwood Ambassadors
ran the table and enjoyed
talking with alumni about
past Oktoberfests.
"I talked to one family for
almost twenty minutes, it
made my shift go by a lot
faster," said Ambassador
Natalie Smith.
With nearly fifty booths
and I ended up working filled with food, games and
twice as long as I was sup- fun, Midway was definitely
posed to," said SAI sister a success. Mortar Board has
Lizzie Legrow. Alpha uncountable reasons to be
Sigma Tau also ran a popu- proud of this year's
lar barbeque ribs and Oktoberfest.
chicken booth,and made
For those of you in your
approximiatley two hun- rooms drinking beer, you
dred dollars.
sure missed some good pie.

W
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Where Oh Where Did My Biergarten Go?
Heidi Hales
Staff Writer
Do you remember counting the days down until
your 21st birthday? I remember throwing a party,
flashing my I.D. to everyone, even when they didn't
ask for it, buying alcohol
and drinking my first legal
drink. For the freshman
who are unaware, there
used to be a beer garden at'
Oktoberfest and Spring
Weekend and Tuesday/
Thursday cafe nights.
These were privileges to
those who were of legal
age. Every Oktoberfest
and Spring Weekend the
Lancer Cafe hosted a beer
garden. Here, students and
guests who were at least 21
years old were allowed to
partake in drinking alcohol.

This fall marked the first
time Longwood College
did not host the beer garden. As far as students
know, the beer garden has
been discontinued forever.
Why? Longwood is creating programs that will
make students aware of responsible drinking such as
OCTAA (On Campus Talking About Alcohol) and
GAMMA (Greeks Advocating Mature Management
of Alcohol):
Well, I think it is safe to
say that the entire student
body knows and understands the law and campus
regulations about the use of
alcohol. We all had to attend and pass Freshman
Seminar, where this topic
was discussed, and every-

one received a hand book
when they arrived, which
also gives Longwood's
rules and regulations of alcohol use.
If someone
wants to drink and they are
not 21 that is their
perogative. They are most
likely aware of the risks and
consequences.
The Lancer Cafe used to
sponsor Tuesday/Thursday
beer nights in the cafe until this semester. This was
a time when those who
were able to legally drink,
did so in the cafe. What
happened to these privileges? Longwood was providing a responsible atmosphere where students
could come together and
have a good time. You
don't always have to drink.

Sometimes it was just nice
to flash the I.D. or hang out
with your friends.
The beer garden and cafe
nights were something that
I looked forward to when I
was a freshman. I am glad
to say that I was able to take
part in these functions, but
only for one semester.
They were taken away at
the beginning of the next
school year. However, I
have plenty of friends who
just turned 21 and are upset that these functions no
longer exist.
I would like to give a big
thank you to Longwood
College for taking away
these safe environments
and taking away a good
time. And they wonder
why we party off campus.

Over twenty ei

Loren Hatcher
_
Staff Writer
The beginning of
Saturday's Oktoberfest

activities began with a
parade around campus,
accompanied by lots of
sunshine. There were
twenty-four entries in the
parade; including service
organizations, Greek Life,
and Residence Halls.
There was a contest for
the best-represented
organization that participated the parade. First
place went to hearapeutic
Recreation with their
wilderness float. Delta
Zeta took second place
with their display of pink
and green balloons and
turtle mascot. Third place
went to Tri-Sigma and
their spirit-filled float.
"I had no idea I was
going to be in the wheelchair," said Mariellen
Mory, aTR major. "We
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nines in Oktoberfest Parade
, kinda decided who went
where the morning of the
parade....! just knew I was

going to fall off!"
Big Siblings was a new
entry in the parade.

one-on-one attention.
Both Big and Little
siblings marched in the
parade, bearing the
organization's colorful
tee-shirts.
Other highlights of
the parade were the
Longwood Equestrian
Team and the International Studies Hall
entries. The Equestrian team MBS with
two horses, complete
with blue spraypainted hooves and
"excited"
personalities. ISH
Hall residents rode in
a brightly-decorated
pick-up truck, representing the only hall organi-

What is one thing that you look forward to at
*,MOktoberfest?
Staff Writer
"[It's a] weekend that everyone is here" Chris Marrow, senior
"Togetherness at Longwood" Celina Patton, junior
"Oktoberfest is something that LWC students can be proud of Ben Leigh, senior
"The spirit and excitement of the campus" Angela Cupp, sophomore
"Good to see organizations out having fun and raising.money" Jeremy Mclaughlin,
innto?
lldlMM

"A weekend no one goes home and has a lot of fun along with good food"
Melissa Kornblau, sophomore
"Having a band on campus" Susan Brognink, senior
"The music" Brian Almeida, sophomore
"Snow cones" Meredith Thompson, sophomore
"My birthday" Jennifer Geddes, sophmore

Longwood students serve
as mentors for Farmville
area children in need of a
positive role model or

zation in the parade.
Though there were no
marching bands or fire
trucks, the Oktoberfest
Parade was still fun to
watch, and to particiapte
in. Students seemed to
enjoy preparing for the
parade and their hard
work was noticed. Each
organization was wellrepresnted; all exemplified friendship and
Longwood spirit. This
made the parade enjoyable for participants as
well as the viewers.
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Virginia bands Baaba
rid Emmet Swim- went on too long, and attempts at creating distincding played the kickoff
cbration for the tive arrangements became
lious and boring too
Oktoberfest weekend p
viding two very different quickly.
The largest flaw of Baaba
shows.
irlotlcsville band Seth was the fact that they
aaba Seth took the stage were missing a crucial elerst playing for an unin- ment lhat all pood bands
irested gathering of stulents enjoying th
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all the members played
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Freshman Golfers Take
Farrior Named To Four
Preseason Division II All- Player Of The Week Honors
America BasketbaU Teams

Vicki is the daughter of Matthew
and Rita Matkovich of Wheeling,
W. VA. and is majoring in business ad~F~ ongwood College freshmen golf ministration at Longwood. The 1997
I era Vicki Matkovich/Wheeling, West Virginia Women's Amateur
f .tTrVh Whttfltil &"* HS and Champion chose Longwood over DiviBlair Shadday/ Madison, Ind.-Madison sion I programs at Ohio State, Indiana,
Consolidated HS have been selected as New Mexico, Furman, and Wake ForLongwood College/Domino's 'Players est
Shadday, first-year standout, fired
of the Week' for the period October 1420. The Lancer honorees are chosen by his collegiate-low 36-hole score of 73the College's office of sports informa- 81-154 at the Chris Cothran Intercoltion each week.
legiate hosted by Radford Oct. 19-20 at
Matkovich led Longwood to a the Draper Valley Golf Course, a 7,046seventh-place finish at the prestigious yard, par-72 layout located in
Eastern College Athletic Conference Pulaski, VA. Shadday's effort earned
(EC AC) Women's Golf Championships him a tie for 38th individually
Oct. 17-18. The first-year standout fired among die field of 75 collegiate golfers
a 36-hole score of 80-81-161 st the and helped the Lancers to' a
Blue Fox Run Golf Course, s 5,800- season-low 294-319-613 team total and
yard, par-72 layout located in Avon, 11 th-place among 15 teams.
Conn. Matkovich's effort earned her a
Through the four tournaments
tie for 16th individually among the this fall and 144-holes of golf, Shadday
field of 106 collegiate golfers and averaged 79.00, second on the team,
helped the Lancers to a 333-330-663 with a low-round of 73. The Lancers
team total.
averaged 313.75 as s team following the
Through four tournaments this conclusion of the fall season at
fall and 162-holes of golf, Matkovich the Radford event.
is averaging 81.00, second on the team,
Blair is the son of Kevin and
with a low-round of 77. The Lancers Becky Shadday of Madison, Ind. and is
are averaging 329.11 as a team and will majoring in business finance at
conclude the fall season Oct. 24-25 Longwood. Shadday finished in a tie for
st the James Madison Invitational, a 36- 11th at the 1998 Indiana High School
hole event to be played at the Boy's Golf Championships after winStaunton Country Club in Staunton, Va. ning the regional with a 67.
From Longwood Sports Information

Manchester Graduate Tapped By Division II
Bulletin, The Sporting News, Blue Ribbon
College Basketball Yearbook, And Street And
Smith's College Basketball
From Longw x>d Sports Information

~T~ ongwood College men's basket/ ball standout Lee Farrior/ChesJaL/terfield, Va.-Manchester HS has
been selected to four preseason NCAA
Division 11 All-America teams by national college basketball publications
for the upcoming 1998-99 season. The
6'3" junior forward was picked as a
Super 16 All-American from the East
Region by the Division II Bulletin He
was also selected as a 2nd-tearn AilAmerican by both The Sporting News
and Blue Ribbon College BasketbaU
Yearbook, while Street A Smith's College Basketball named Farrior as an
honorable mention All-American.
Farrior burst upon the collegiate
scene last season when he averaged
20.2 ppg., while scoring a Longwood
sophomore-record 566 points for the
Lancers—the sc .ond-best season alltime at the College. His 20.2 ppg rank
third-best all-time for a season, while

his 117 free throws a year ago
equal the best all-time. Additionally,
Farrior scored in double-figures
during 26-28 games last season, including 20 games with 20 or more
points, and two games with 30 or more
points. He added 6.0 rpg., 2.4 assists,
and 1.8 steals as die Lancers finished
13-15 overall, 9-9 in the CVAC — the
first time since joining the conference
in 1995 that LC has Finished at
.500 or above in the league. Farrior
scored a season-and career-high 37
points against NCAA Division II
Tournament participant Queens (N.C.)
last Jan. 14th in Lancer Hall during
an 81-76 upset over the Royals.
Longwood will open the 199899 campaign Nov. 13-14 with its participation in a tournament hosted by
west Chester (PA.). The Farrior-led
Lancers will play Shippensburg (PA.)
to begin the season on the 13th. LC
will have its first home game on Nov.
17 as High Point (N.C.) visits for a
7:30 p.m. tip-off in Lancer Hall.

Name: Lee Farrior
Class: Junior
Height: 6 3"
Weight: 200 lbs.
Hometown: Chesterfield, Virginia
High School: Manchester
1997-1998Statistics: 20.2points, 6.0 rebounds, 2.4 assists and 1.8\
Heals per game
Achievements: Scored 566 points in Sophomore season, secondbest all time at Longwood Averaged 20.2 points per game last
season. His 117free throws is the most ever in a season. Scored
career-high 37points in upset victory over Queens. Named
Preseason AU-American by Division 11 Bulletin, The Sporting
News, Blue Ribbon College Yearbook, and Street and Smith's
College Basketball.

rwooi CeUeeemmdmi Haven efthe Week'
As selected by the Longwood College Sports Information Department
September 1-8
September 9-15
September 16-22
September 23-29

Mandy Beamer
Andy Plum
Kimlman
Jason Helling
Melodie Massey
Scott Benninghoff
Heather Kins tier
Jason Copeland

September 30-October 6 Elizabeth Mann
Jason Masi
October 7-13
Erin Hirschi,
Shaun Robertson
Vicki Matkovich
October 14-20
Blair Shadday

WomensGolf
Men's Soccer
Field Hockey
Men's.Soccer
Women s Soccer
Mens Soccer
Field Hockey
Mens Golf
Field Hockey
Men s Soccer
Women s Soccer
Mens Golf
WomensGolf
Mens Golf

#5 Lancers Keep Postseason Hopes Alive With Big Road
Victories At Philadelphia Textile and East Stroudsburg
FromLongwood Sports Information
At Textile, LC got two gtmls each
from junior forward Elizabeth Mann/
Richmond, VA.-Open HS and freshman

keeper Kim Iman/Virginia Beach, VA.FrankW. Cox HS (three saves) and freshman keeper Stephanie Potter/North
Kingstown, R I.-North Kingstown HS

into the sudden-death extra period.
Sciortino soared two goals in the firsihaif
as LC led 3-2 it the break. Kinstler scored
me other Lancer goal in the opening halt

T" ongwood won two important road
I matches during the put week, de
aT Seating
Philadelphia lextile 6-0 Oct. 24
Longwood Field Hockey At-o-Glance
and then East
10-5 (Banked 5th in Division tt South Region)
Stroudsburg (PA.)
4-3 in overtime
Lost at Catawba (N.C.) 1-0 in overtime on Oct.l. itftmtti Lynchbmrg 1-9 on OctS, lost at #5 Eastern Memontte 4-1, lost 2-1
Oct. 25. Coach
overtime at Virginia Commonwealth on Oct. 13, defeated Southern Connecticut Stele 2-9 on Oct 17, lost 1-9 to Leek Heven (Pa.) em Oct
dtfeoledPmlade^mleTexslk 6-9 mm Oct 2^ defeated Ee^
Nancy Joel's
October 29 - Longwood et Devis end Elkint (W.Ve.)
squad is now 10j Through 13 matches, Heather Kinstler (8 goals, 4 assists, 1.33 points per game) and Maria Sciortino (9g. 2a, 1.54) lead
5 this season with
he blue and white attack with 20 points each They are followed by Elizabeth Mann (8g, 3a) with 19 points (1.27) andJaneUe Kern (8g, 2d)
one regular-sea*tth 18 points (1.20). Kim burn has played 963:34 in front of the cage, allowing 17 goals (1.24 goals against average) with 130 saves (8.67
son match remaining. The Mr game) for an .884 save Hand five shutouts.
Lancers, ranked
fifth in the NCAA
Division II South Region Coaches Poll, defender Ann Harmon/Burke, VA.- (two saves) combined for the shutout in while senior sweeper Catherine Howard/
are scheduled to play at Division I Davis Robinson Secondary HS, while sopho- front
of Virginia Beach, VA.-Floyd E. Kdlam HS
&Efluns(W.VA.) Oct. 29TheD&E con- more midfielder Heather Kmstler/Vir- the cage—the team's fifth of the i
and junior midfielder Melissa Miranda/
test will conclude the regular-season, but ginia Beach, VA.-Tallwood HS and freshVirginia Beach, Vfe.-KempsvilleHS each
the two wins in Pennsylvania helped to man forward Maria Sciortino/Virginia UttMkmm g Stroudshurw 3 (OTl
contributed assists. Iman made eight saves
keep alive any post-season possibilities for Beach, VA.-Kempsville HS each added
At Stroudsburg, LC scored the to preserve the bog road victory for LC.
the College — most-likely with in the one goal. Sophomore midfielder Kris game-winning goal from senior forward
Longwood's 10 victories mark the
Eastern College Athletic Conference Denson/Frederkksburg, VA.-Stafford HS and team captain Janelle Kern/ third consecutive year that the program
(ECAQ —ifatalL
contributed two assists, while junior Marys ville, PA. -Susquenita HS just 2:49 has reached the 10-win plateau.

Longwood Men's Soccer Now 8-8 After Victories Over Lees-McRae
And Anderson (S.C.); Take On Shippensburg, Limestone This Week
Z ongwood won two CVAC HS earned his first collegiate goal, Lomewood 2. Leet-McRee 1
Fredericksburg, VA.-Chancellor HS
matches during the past week, and classmate midfielder Andy
assisted on the first goal, while
defeating Anderson (S.C.) 2- Plum/Nokesville, VA.-Brentsville
At LM, LC got the game-ty- Wheeler made 16 saves to preserve
0 at home Oct. 21
and then LeesMcRae(N.C.)2-l
Longwood Men V Soccer At-a-Glance
on the road Oct.
24. Coach Todd
Record: 8-8 overall, 6-4 CVAC
Dyer's squad is
now 8-8 overall, Recent Results: defeated Ceker 2-1 em OctS, lost 3-1 at Concord on Oct.7, defeated Ersktme 6-0 on OctlO, lost 2-0 to Mount Olive on
6-4 in the CVAC. Oct. 13, lost 4-2 at Queens on Oct 18, defeated Anderson 2-9 en Oct. 21, defeated Lees-McRee 2-1 em Oct. 24, lest ml Lincoln Memorial 3-\
I on Oct 26
The Lancers
i October 21 -Longwood vs. Shippensburg at 1st Are. Field, October 31 -Longwoodvs. Limestone at 1st Am Field
were scheduled to
I
Through 16 matches, Andy Plum continues to lead the blue and white attack with 11 goals and two assists for 24 points
play at Lincoln
Memorial (Tenn.) Vl. 60 points per game). Plum was ranked fifth last week in CVAC scoring Brian ZoUlnhofer (6 goals, 1 assist) follows Plum with 13 points
f0.87ppg). Zech Wheeler has stoned five of nine matches played with 579:15 in front of the net. allowing 14 goals (2.18 per game) with 64
Oct. 26 before retavesf/'11 per game) for an .821 save Hand two shutouts. Senior keeper Scott Benninghoff (Colonial Heights. VA.-Colonial Heights HS)
turning home to
has started nine of 10 matches played with 705:40 in front ofthe net, allowing 17 goals (2.17) with 56 saves (5.60) for a. 767 save Hand
finish the regularseason
with one shutout. Benninghoff was ranked sixth last week among CVAC goalkeeping leaders. Additionally, Benninghoff was ranked in a tie for
15th nationally as of Oct. 11 In saves per game (6.50).
matches against
Shippensburg
(PA.) Oct. 28 and CVAC opponent HS added his 11th tally this season. ing goal from Gregory III with the triumph.
Limestone (S.C.) Oct. 31.
Sophomore keeper Zach Wheeler/ 16:39 left, then junior forward and
Poquoson, VA.-Tabb HS made six team captain Brian Zollinhofer/
Following
this
week,
saves for his second shutout of the Char lottesvi lie, VA.-Charlottesville Longwood will play a CVAC TourLtttntti 2, Anitrwi f
Against AC, LC scored both season, while classmate midfielder HS scored the game-winner with nament quarterfinal match Nov. 4
goals in the first half as freshman Jason Helling/Woodbridge. VA- 10:03 remaining to secure the up- — most-likely on the road —
midfielder Stew Gregory III/ Woodbridge-HS added an assist to set of the conference leaders. Fresh- against an opponent to be deterDeerfield, NH.-Manchester West the win.
man midfielder Jason Masi/ mined.
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Longwood Golfers Finish Fall Season With Tough
Luck in South Carolina and Radford Tournaments
Longwood participated in three
tournament* during the past few
weeks, finishing second among
10 teams at the Bluefleld College Invitation a I Sept. 21-29, placing 11th
in the annual Presbyterian (S.C.) tournament and llth In the Chris Cothran
Intercollegiate Tournament at
Radford.
The Lancers ahot a 36-hole team
score of 314-311-632 at the event
played on the 6,141-yard, pir-72
Qlade Springs Resort located near
Beckley, W.VA.. Coaoh Kevin
Fillman's squad is now idle until the
Oct. 12-13 Presbyterian (S.C.) Intercollegiate in Clinton, S.C, a 36-hole
event
to
be
played
at
the Musgrove Mill Golf Course,
In West Virginia, LC was led by
junior Jason Copeland/Norfolk, VA.-

Oranby HS-Dodge City (Kan.) CC
who tied for second individually with
his 79-75-154. Also playing for the
Lancers were freshmen Mylee Jones/
La Moye. En gland-Victoria College
HS (77-g0-157, Tth-plaos) and Blair
Shadday/Madison, Ind.-Madison
Consolidated HS (71-11-159, T-vthplaoe), local junior Toby Towler/
Dillwyn, VA.-Fuqua School (82-82164), and senior Jack Tsai/Hampton,
VA,-Hampton Roads Academy (8085-165). Conoord (W.VA.) won with
its 304-323-627 total.
"Even though we didn't play
well, we still had a chance to win the
tournament," said Fillman. "It (the
win) was there for us to take, but we
didn't do the things we had to do.
The foot that we posted the low score
on Tuesday shows how difficult the

golf course played."
Longwood fired a 36-hole team
score of 322-320-642 to plaoe llth
among IS teams at the annual Presbyterian (S.C.) Intercollegiate Men's
Golf Tournament Oct. 12-13. The
powerful event, featuring seven of the
top ten teams in NCAA Division II
men's golf this year, was won by
Francis Marion (S.C.) with a team
score of 297-300-597 team score.
In South Carolina, LC was led
by junior Jason Copeland/Norfolk,
VA.-Oranby HS-Dodge City (Kan.)
CC with a 77-79-157 at the 6,933yard, par-72 Musgrove Mill Oolf
Club. Freshman Shaun Robertson/
Suffolk, VA.-Nansemond River HS
added an 80-77-157, followed by
classmates Blair Shadday/Madison,
lnd.-Madison Consolidated HS (79-

Longwood Women 12-2-1 In Soccer
Action; Crush Anderson and Lees-McRae
fnm Longwood Sports hfomatkm
The Longwood Women's Soccer team took two more CVAC
games in recent action. The Lancers defeated both Anderson and
Lees-McRae by 5-1 scores.
Against AC, LC scored four
goala in the first half en route to
the triumph. The Lancers got two
goals each from sophomore forward Colleen Bradley/Virginia
Beach, VA.-Tallwood HS and
freshman forward Melodle Masaey/
Virginia Beach, VA.-Floyd B.
Kellam HS, while aophomore

midfielder Amanda Stombaugh/
Sterling, VA.-Park View HS added
one goal. Bradley, senior captains
defender Stephanie Tucker/
Woodbridge, VA.-Oar-Field HS and
forward Kate Hrastar/Cllfton, VA.Paul VI HS, along with sophomore
forward Brin Hirsohl/Virglnia
Beach, VA.-Salem HS each contributed assists. Sophomore keeper
AmyKennady/Crotet, VA.-Western
Albemarle HS made one save while
playing the first 74-minutea and allowing no goals as the hosts took a
29-3 edge in shots.
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At LM, LC got two goals
from Hirsohi, while junior sweeper
Angela Snyder/Sterling, VA.-Park
View HS, along with freshmen
midfielders Irene Vlasldla/Rlchmond, VA.-James River HS and
Becky Taylor/Jarrettsville, MD.North Harford HS each added one
goal. Massey contributed two assists, while Bradley had one assist.
Kennedy made two saves to preserve the victory.
Following this week,
Longwood will play a CVAC Tournament quarterfinal match Nov. 3
at home on First Avenue Field
against an opponent to be determined.

85-164) and Myles Jones/La Moye,
England-Victoria College HS (89-79168), along with local junior Toby
Towler/Dillwyn, VA.-Fuqua School
(86-86-172).
Longwood fired a season-low
36-hole team score of 294-319-613 to
finish llth among 15 teams at the
Chris Cothran Interoollegiate tournament hosted by Radford Oot. 19-20.
NCAA Division I Blon (N.C.) of the
Big South Conference won the event
with its 276-293-569. Coach Kevin
Fillman's squad hu now completed
its fall schedule and will not play
again until the spring season opens
beginning March 8-9,1999 at a tournament hosted by Barton (N.C),
At the Chris Cothran tourney,
LC was led by junior Jason Copeland/
Norfolk, Va.-Oranby HS-Dodge City
(Kan.) CC with a 71-80-151 at the
7,046-yard, par-72 Draper Valley Oolf
Course in southwest Virginia.
Copeland tied for 25th in the field of
75 collegiate golfers. Senior Jack
Tsai/Hampton, VA.-Hampton Roads
nwaueiuy auuou • u i •-1J J tw u« IUI

33rd, followed by freshmen Blair
Shadday/Madison, lnd.-Madison
Consolidated HS (73-81-154, T 38th),
Shaun Robertson/Suffolk, VA.Nansemond River HS (73-80-155, T40th), and local golfer David Hlte/
Kenbridge, VA.-Central of Lunenburg
HS (79-91-170,73rd).
The Lancers began the tournament with their low-round of the season (294) and entered the final round
in third plaoe, earning an opportunity
to play in the final group of the day
with Blon and Radford. Unfortunately, the last 18 holes did not agree
with the blue and white. After getting
five scores in the 70'a on the first day,
LC carded Just one score In the 70's
on the second day, adding three totals in the 10's, and one in the 90's.
Through the four foil tournaments and 144-holes of golf,
Copeland led the way for LC with his
76.75 scoring average. Including a
low-round of 71. Copeland waa followed by Shadday (79.00. 73), Tsai
(79.30, 75, four rounds), Robertson
(80.67, 75, six rounds), classmate
Myles Jones/La Moye, EnglandVictoria College HS (80.67, 76, six
rounds), local junior Toby Towler/
Dillwyn, Va.-Fuqua School (82.00.
76, six rounds), and Kite (85.00, 79,
two rounds). The Lancers averaged
313.75 as a team this foil, the beet average since Coach Fillman'a arrival a
year ago.
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IN LWC= jecret Newspaper OF tHe SUm*T
Disclaimer: This section is purely satirical to accommodate those cynical Longwood students. While the "facts" of the stories are not literal, they
may reveal a greater "truth." Get it? Got it? Good. --The Warden
BARKER PLOTS EURO- zen leader working for the common The Usurper BEHIND maybe spending too many nights
with Captain Morgan," stated one
PEAN TAKE-OVER
SCHEDULE
good," said Mable.
Ouadalope
Fitzgerald
Ouadalope Fitzgerald
Sophomore. "Wait, can I say that?
After a thorough search of her
Staff Inmate
,
Is it ok to mention something about
Buffalo Street apartment, investi- Stafflnmate
alcohol in a Longwood publica"Dave,
when
is
the
first
issue
of
gators
carried
out
boxes
of
possible
Administration confirmed ruThe Usurper coming out?" This is tion?"
mors today that Longwood Gradu- evidence.
"I don't need evidence. I knew a question being asked by many With Fall semester half way over,
ate Student, Melanie Barker, has
secret plans to take over the world. she was weird when she refused to throughout the Longwood commu- students anxiously anticipate an appearance (how's that for alliteraUnhappy with her current stud- hang out with faculty. She was al- nity.
Restless cries have been heard in tion) of the magazine in the smoker.
ies at Longwood, Barker confessed ways hanging out with those stuto Undercover Administrator, dents. You know something's not the dorms and off-campus housing
Next Edition:
Nichol Pagano, that she was drop- right with her. Now leave me from loyal Usurper followers.
ping out of school in order to carry alone. I have to finish The Wave," "I've seen advertisements for The 1. Students Protest Against Town's
Gyre all over the place. If they "Party Patrol": Hold Drunken
Pagano said.
out her plans to conquer Europe.
have their first issues out before Demonstration Outside Farmville
Administration
plans
to
bring
"She's going to spread her militant-feminist philosophies through- Barker to the Judicial and Honor Dave, I'm going to lose all faith in Courthouse
Boards for justice,
AUuisi and his staff." Said one irate 2. Construction Workers Sued for
out the continent," said Pagano.
Sexual Harassment
Phylis Mable, Vice-President of "We'll make her write a paper on fan of The Usurper.
The reasons behind the delay of 3. Old Bitty Faculty Member Fired
Student Affairs was shocked as the the significance of Longwood and
plans of Barker's take-over un- how once you're here, you'll never The Usurper are unknown. How- for Age Discrimination Against
leave Farmville. You'll be here for- ever, because of David Alluisi's si- Younger Professor
folded.
4. New Rotunda Advisor Censored
"I can't believe it. I always ever and ever and ever," said Tim lence, many are speculating.
"I think he's a heroin addict, or for Radical Paper
thought she wu such a good citi- Pierson, Dean of Students.

Huck and Jim Come to Longwood in Production of Big River
MindieWltt
Staff Writer
The Longwood College theater
will be presenting Big River The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
from November 5-8. The play,
- based on the book by William
Hauptman and adapted from the
novel by Mark Twain, stars Stevie
Journey as Huck and Blair
Lockarry as Jim.
Sam Scalamoni is the guest director of Big River, and thinks the

play has an important meaning. "It director of Hackmatack Playhouse
deals with the issue of slavery, and in Maine and The Baker Theatre
I think this show deals with it in a Center for the Arts in New Jersey.
He has directed
very good way.
six premiers in
It's also a message
'It's also a message
The Theater-Stuabout going out
about going out and
dio, Inc., in New
and being advenbeing adventurous.
York City, and has
turous. That's real
That's
real
AmeriBroadway
credits
Americana."
cana."
said
Scalamoni.
consisting of
Both Scalamoni
Cyrano the Musiand his wife, Lauri
MacMillan (guest costume direc- cal, LesMiserables, and Pippin. He
tor) have a lot of experience. Mr. also played on the daytime drama
Scalanwni to tb» artistic/producing Another World. Ms. MacMillan

has been working as a dresser, costume designer, scenic designer, performer, playwright, and director
since sixteen, and is the fifth-generation performer.
Tickets to see Big River are
$5 for students and senior citizens
and $7 for the general public.
Shows will be 8 p.m. November 57, and at 2 p.m. on November 8.
For more information please call
395-2474.

Deep Thoughts
Kevin Rock
Staff Writer
1. A bus station is where a bus
stops. A train station is where a train
stops... On my desk I have a work
station.
2. I must always remember that
I'm unique, just like everyone else.
3. Can atheists get insurance for
acts of God?
4. Did you ever notice when you
blow in a
dog's
face he
gets mad
at you?
B u t
when
you take
him in a
car, he
sticks his
head out
the window!
5. If FEDEX and UPS were to
merge, would they call it FED UP?
6. Does fuzzy logic tickle?
7. If they arrest the Energizer
Bunny, would they charge it with
battery?
8.1 think everyone has a photographic memory; it's just that some
of us don't have any film.

Movie Review:
One True Thing
Monique Minnix
Staff Writer
If you looked up "chick-flick" in
the dictionary, you would see One
True Thing next to it. One True
Thing is about a daughter, Renee
Zelweger, who is forced to put her
career in journalism on hold to
come home and take care of her
sick
mother
played
b
y
Meryl
Streep.
While
her
mother's
health
is aili n g ,
2**grs
character trieds to hold the family
together. However, her father acts
as if nothing is wrong.
I thought this movie was a real
tear jerker because of how well
Meryl Streep portrayed the life of
a cancer victim. Surprisingly, my
mother and aunt did not shed a tear
throughout the movie.
You must see this movie with
your mom or at least with the girls.
This is definitely not a date movie.
Leave the boys at home for this
one.

GROWTH

Continued p. 1
Hurley remarked that "The little
bit we have talked about it [a name
9. How come you never hear about change], the more of us say lets not
change our name. Let's keep that
gruntled employees?
special image and niche for ourself.
The
name Longwood University
10. How much deeper would the
conjures up something different
oceans be without sponges?
than what we are.We are not doing
that [expansion] with the goal of
becoming a university in mind. We
Just a few things for you to
are doing it because the increase in
ponder over. If you have any
Deep Thoughts of your own that the number of students each year
I might not have, Just E-mail me give us a stronger financial basis
to do what we do better and give
with your suggestions at
the students a range of services that
kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu.
they would find at any other institution," commented Hurley.

Olean: The Fat Insoluble Laxitive
Kristen Ingram
NOT fat free. When tests were run
Layout Manager
on a 5.5-ounce bag of WOW chips
"I experienced such severe pain they yielded approximately nine
that I went to the emergency room, teaspoons of "fake" fat. The chips
where I was given intravenous are loaded with fat, it is just indimorphine," said Regina McGrath. gestible.
Terri Crowder expressed her expeAccording to CSPI, Olestra has
rience by saying, "I suffered wa- reportedly caused over 8,000 cases
tery diarrhea, and almost debilitat- of gastrointestinal symptoms, ranging cramps." With comments like ing from stomach cramps to havthese, one would expect some sort ing to be put on intravenous morof stomach virus. Surprisingly phine, since placed on the market.
enough, these women were expe- These 8,000 cases were actually reported cases; statistics show that as
riencing side effects of Olestra.
Many students trying to avoid the many as 60% of the people eating
"Freshman IS" and others just try- Olean products do not report their
ing to remain in good health are fa- symptoms and might be affected if
miliar with Olean, the brand name they eat Olean chips on a regular
for Olestra. It is the main ingredi- basis.
ent found in WOW products, Fat
The Olestra inhibits the absorpFree
tion of caroPringles, and
tenoids, which
other fat free
are fat-soluble
"/ experienced such
products.
nutrients. Caro- '
severe pain that I went to tenoids are acProducts
made with
credited with the
the emergency room,
Olestra not
where I was given intra- protection
only have no
against heart
venous morphine," said disease and canfat, but the
calories have
cer. Harvard
Regina McGrath.
been cut in
School of Public
half. "Great"
Health director,
you may say, but is it really?
Dr. Walter Willett, estimates that if
Dr. Michael Jacobson, executive consumers continue to buy these
director of the Center for Science products made with Olestra, then
in the Public Interest (CSPI), has it could cause several thousand
taken a very poignant stand against deaths annually.
the "fat from hell." Outraged that
We are still left to decide whether
Proctor & Gamble calls Olean "a the chips are safe and are worth eatlittle healthier" and the Frito-Lay ing. Longwood Freshman, Terri
Company says that it makes snacks Thomas, exclaimed "I love Olean
"safe for everyone." Dr. Jacobson products! Not only do they taste
proclaims that "Orwellian good, they have no fat in them eidoublespeak is raised to a new ther!"
level."
On the other hand, Dana Parker,
Olestra has been known as one also a Longwood Freshman, firmly
of the most highly tested products stated, "I refuse to eat products
of all time. Proctor and Gamble made with Olean, I think it is wrong
began their quest to get Olestra ap- to allow them on the market beproved in 1975. Just recently the cause they have been proven detriproduct has become FDA approved mental to your health." Two out of
and been placed on the market. the four students surveyed said that
Many believe that if it is FDA ap- the Olean products caused them
proved then it is safe, but is it?
abdominal cramps and diarrhea.
Dr. Jacobson feels that the prodI guess it is a judgement call, but
uct is not safe and his main con- it is hard to look good when you
cern is that the chips are actually can not stay out of the bathroom.
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W» all have questions about the future of this school. We all hear rumors
about u>r>*t policies are coming <jou>n from -the admlnboaUon. We all say
that u*e cuant -co be more involved Jn the decisions the* are being made. Moui
Is the time and now is your chance, if you have a pertinent question -co asK
Or. Cormier, come -eo this Open parum. It is 0 chance to voice your opinion.
asK Questions and discuss -the future of Lonsuood
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Halloween Horror
Do You Believe in Longwood Ghosts?
A to Z Monster Mash
OCTOBER 28, 1998
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I is for indigestion fro*
J is for jack-o-lanterns :
K is for Freddy Kreug
tiger a couple of fir
thought he was cool because he killed in dreams, he was unst.
Me and my friends made the claw§ and everything for the cr
-John Keller
L is for lollipops and loot.
M is for.Michael Myers.
N is for Nightmares.
0 is for ogres.
P is for Princess. "When 1 •
cess. I used a dress thai
arount
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Renee Taylor
Staff Writer
A freshman hears lots of rumors
and ghost stories when they arrive
on campus. Upperclassmen,R.A.'s
and orientation leaders tell these
stories to new freshman hoping to
cause a few nights of uneasy sleep.
All colleges have their stories,
Longwood just seems to have quite
a few more than normal.
Have you ever heard of the man
who walks around on first floor
North Cunningham and stares at
people as they sleep? It is said that
the residence hall is built on the site
of an old house, which was ripped
down, and the man who lived there
now walks North Cunningham.
The problem is that when you wake
up and see him staring at you, you
can only see him from the knees
up, because he is walking on the
floorboards of his original house.
This story has been going around
the first floor, but not everyone believes it."Even if they aren't true
you get an errie feeling and you
can't help but think about it," freshman Stephanie Stevens said.
If you have ever been in 333
Main Cunningham, you may have
gotten an eerie feeling. Rumor has
it that a girl committed suicide in
that room. Right before she killed
herself, she took red lipstick and
drew a line on the wall around the
whole room, exactly six inches
down from the ceiling. It is said
that the line was painted over, but
it seeps through the paint. The
room has been painted year after
year, but the line still returns.
Freshman Amy Rivenburg says
that she does not really believe
these stories, but adds "I don't like
to think about them either."
Sophomore Dorian Watson says,
"Some [ghost stories] are made up
and others have some basis."
Another story pertains to the fact
that Longwood was an all girls'
school. It is rumored to have had
several secret abortion clinics.
Many students say that they can
hear babies crying, rocking chairs

rocking, medical instruments being
dropped, and beds slamming into
the wall from 4th Wheeler, the attic of Main Cunningham and 4th
floor French. Many Longwood
students say that they rest uneasy
at night hearing these strange
sounds as they lie in their beds.
Most of the stories seem to happen in the Cunninghams or the
Colonnades, but there is one story
that takes place in Curry. It is said
that a boy was killed in the basement. If you ride the elevator
straight down from the tenth floor
to the basement, when the doors
open you will hear a tricycle bell
ring then a young boy scream.
Then the doors
close
and and
the elevator!
will goI
back up I
to the]
first
f 1 oor.l
"They|
are just
out to scare freshman. No, I don't
believe them," freshman Melissa
Goss said, despite the fact that
many people have heard things.
Even if most students do not believe these stories, there is one that
bothers most people: the story of
Dr. Jarman, a past president of
Longwood College. Most students
will agree that if you go to a theatre production and sit quietly that
you can hear Dr. Jarman singing
and talking. Also, props will be
missing for weeks before a show,
then on th* afternoon of the production, they will appear on stage
in their exact spots. Before every
production, the theatre department
places a rose on Dr. Jarman's favorite seat and it always disappears.
Next time there is a production
in the auditorium, pay close attention, because the person next to you
may not be the peron that is really
whispering in your ear.

